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Proposal for a 
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COM(96) 372 final· 
9610198  (CNS) 
{'QlJNCIL REGULATION (EC) 
modifying Council Regulation (EC) No. 40/94 of 20 December 1993 on the Community 
trade mark to give effect to the accession of  the European Community to the Protocol 
Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of  Marks 
adopted at Madrid on 27 June 1989 
(presented by the Commission) EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM. 
1..  INTRODUCTION 
On 20 December 1993, the Council adopted Council Regulation (EC) N~  40/94 on 
the Community trade mark (hereafter referred to as "the Regulation") I. 
The Regulation established the Community trade mark system, ·which provides for 
the acquisition of protection for marks (both trade marks and  service marks) with 
. unitary effect for the whole territory of the European Community on the basis of the 
filing ~f  one single application for their registration as Community trade marks. 
.  . 
The  Regulation established the  Office  for  Harmonization  in the  Internal  Market 
·(Trade  Marks  and Designs),  hereafter  referred  to  as  "the  Office",  to  handle  the 
administration of  Community trade marks. 
Subsequent to a decision :taken by the representatives of the  Governments of the 
Member States,  meeting  at Head of State  and ·Government level  on  29  October 
1993, that the seal of the Office should be in Spain, in a cityto be designated by the 
Spanish Government, the latter designated Alicante as the scat of  the Oftice. 
On 1 January  1996, the Office opened its d6ors for the filing of Commu,nity trade 
mark applications and on 1 April  199~, the Office bec;ame fully operational. 
The  Protocol  relating  to  the  Madrid  Agreement  concerning  the  International 
Registration of Marks, adopted at Madrid on 27 June 1989 (hereafter referred to as 
"the  Madrid  Protocol") entered  into  force  on  1  December  1995  and  became also 
operational on 1 April 1996. · 
The  Madrid  Protocol  provides  for  the  international  registration  of marks  at  the 
International  Bureau of the World Intellectual  Property  Organization· (WIPQ)  at 
Geneva. Registrations effected under the Madrid Protocol are called inteinatiq~al as 
every registration has effect in several countries .and regions, potentially in all the 
Contracting Parties, including States and intergoveinmental organizations who have · 
a regional Office for the purpose of registering marks with effect in the territory of 
the orga¢zation. 
One  of the  main  innovations of the ·Madrid  Protocol· compared  to  the  Madrid 
Agreement on the International Registration of Marks of April14, 1891  (hereafter 
referred  to  as  "the  Madrid  Agreement")  is  that  intergovern!nental  organizations 
which have a regional office for the purpose of registering marks wi~  effect in the 
territory of  that organization may adhere to it. ·  .  . 
·OJNo. L 11, 14.1.1994, p.  1. This innovation was introduced into the Madrid Protocol with the specific intention 
of allowing  the  European  Community  to  adhere  to  the  international  registration 
system after the entry into force of  the Community trade mark system. 
In  order to  prepare for  the  accession  of the  European  Community to  the  Madrid 
Protocol, the European Commission has elaborated two proposals, which arc joi.ntly 
presented to the Council. The first Commission proposal relates to the accession of 
the European Community to the Madrid ProtocoF. 
This second proposal contains the measures which are necessary to give effect to the 
accession of  the European Community to the Madrid Protocol. 
2.  ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMMISSION PROPOSAL 
2 
It  is  proposed  that the  measures  giving  effect  to  the  accession  of the  European 
Community  to  the  Madrid  Protocol  be  incorporated  in  the  Regulation  on  the 
Community  trade  mark, through  a  new  Title  on  "International  Registration  or 
marks". 
The reasons for this proposal are as follows. 
In  principle,  the  rules  applying  to  international  registrations  designating  the 
European Community are the same as the rules which apply to  Community trade 
marks. 
Thus,  international  registrations  designating  the  European  Community  shall  be 
subject  to  examination  on absolute  grounds  for  refusal  and  relative  grounds  for 
refusal  the  same  as  Community  trade  mark  applications.  Moreover,  the  same 
procedural  rules  shall  apply  with regard to  the  examination of such  international 
registrations. 
For these reasons, the proposed rules contain many cross-references to other Articles 
ofthe Regulation. 
The inclusion of  these rules in the Regulation facilitates access to all the provisions 
which apply to marks which are protected for the whole territory of the European 
Community, be it through the registration of the mark as a Community trade mark 
or be  it through the  designation of the  European Community  in  an  international 
registration effected under the Madrid Protocol.  · 
Commission  proposal  for  a  Council  Decision  approving  the  accession  of the  Community  to  the 
Protocol  Relating  to  the  Madrid  Agreement  Concerning  the  International  registration  of marks, 
adopted at Madrid on June 27, 1989, doc. COM(96) 367 final. 
-2-Under the suggested structure, further and notably purely technical and procedural 
implementing  measures,  such  as  laid  down  in  Commission  Regulations  No. 
2868/95, 2869/95 and 216/963 will in principle apply mutatis mutandis. 
3.  THE MADRID PROTOCOL 
. The Madrid Protocol was adopted at Madrid on 27 June 1989, to introduce certain 
new features into the system of international registration of marks as  ex~sting under 
the Madrid Agreement. Like the Madrid Agreement, the Madrid Protocol provides· 
'for the international registration of  marks at the lnternat'ional Bureau ofWIPO. 
Furthermore and in contrast with the Madrid Agreement, the Madrid Protocol. allows 
intergovernme~tal organizations, ·having their own regiomil  trade mark system to 
participate in the internationalregistration system. 
·The following four main new procedural features were introduced under the Madrid 
Protocol. 
I 
(i)  The applicant for international registration may base his application not only 
01)  a  registered  national  or  regional  mark- but  also  on an application  for 
.  national or regional registration before a national or a regional office of  origin 
.  (Article 2), 
(ii)  Each Contracting Party  in  which the applicant seeks protection may, if it has 
made a declaration to that effect, within 18  mo~ths (rathcrthan 12  months) 
.  declare that protection to the mark cannot be  granted  in its. territory.  This 
period may be extended even ·  fur;ther  in the .  ca.Se  of opposition against the 
international registration (Article 5), 
.  '  ,'' 
(iii)  The office of  each Contracting Party may receive higher designation fees than 
(iv) 
under the Madrid Agreement (Article 8), 
International registrations which are cancelled because the national or regi~rial 
mark on which it is based has ceased to have effect (central attack; Article 6) 
may be transformed into national or regional applications benefiting from its 
filing date and, where applicable, its priority date (Article 9quinquies).  · 
3  Commission  Regulation  (EC)  No.  2868/95  of 13.12.1995  impiementing  CounciiRegulation  (EC) 
No.40/94 on the Community trade mark; Commission Regulation (EC) No~ 2869/95 of 13.12.1995 on 
the fees payable to the Office for  Harmonization in the  Internal Market (Trade Marks and designs); 
Commission  Regulation  (EC)  No.  216/96  of 5.2.1996  laying  down  the  rules  of procedure  of the 
Boards of  Appeal of  the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and designs). 
-3-It should  be  underlined  that  in  other  respects  the  Madrid  Protocol  Is  similarly 
structured as the Madrid Agreement. 
Thus, in each Contracting Party to the Madrid Protocol, the international registration 
is subject to· the same rules which apply to national or regional applications, both as 
regards  the  terms  and  conditions for  registration of the mark and as  regards  the 
rights conferred to  the proprietor of the mark  .. The system· of the Madrid Protocol 
accordingly comprises the following features: 
- the international registration does not result in a supranational mark, but amounts 
to a centralised filing system, equivalent to a whole series of  filings of national or 
regional applications; 
- the internation~ registration cannot be applied for directly; rather it must be filed 
on the basis .of a national or regional application or· registration before a national 
or regional industrial property office through the intermediary of  that office. 
Since  the  Madrid  Agreement  continues  to  constitute  an  attractive  means  for 
obtaining international registration of marks, the Madrid Protocol will operate in a 
complementary way with the Madrid Agreement. This is the reason why the Madrid 
Protocol contains a safeguardclause according to which the provisions of  the Madrid 
Protocol  have  no  effect with regard  to  international  registrations  based on  trade 
mark applications or registrations originating from an office of origin of a State that 
is  a  party  to  both  the  Madrid  Agreement  and  the  Madrid  Protocol  and  which 
'designates any other State that is also a party to both the Madrid Agreement and the 
Madrid Protocol (Article 9sexies).  ' 
4.  THE COMMUNITY INTEREST IN ADHERING TO THE MADRID PROTOCOL. 
The  Community  interest  in adhering to  the  Madrid  Protocol  is  explained  in the 
commentary to the Commission proposal for a Council decision on the accession of 
the European Community to the.Madrid Protocol, to which reference has been made 
earlier. 
The  Commission's  reasons  indicated  in  the  said  proposal  can  be  summarised  as 
follows. 
The international  registration of marks  satisfies  a requirement for  simplicity  and 
economy. 
It greatly facilitates access to  protection under trade mark Jaw;  a single procedure, 
administered  by  the  national  or  regional  industrial  property  office  and  the 
International  Bureau of WIPO  takes  the  place  of a  whole  series  of applications 
which would otherwise have to be filed directly by individual companies with each 
of  the national or regional offices of  the Contracting Parties. 
-4-This  facility  whereby  companies  can obtain  prot~ction under trade  mark law. on 
· foreign  markets is  an  importan~ element of international commerCial  co-operation · 
and helps to increase trade.  -
In this ·respect, the Madrid Protocol has the same objectives as the Community trade  · 
mark system, although they are achieved through different mears. · 
Whereas the  Community trade  mark .system provides  for  a complete and  unified 
regional trade  mark  registration  system  which  covers  the  whole  territory ·of the 
European Community, the Madrid Protocol unifies the application procedure only,· 
albeit with effect for potentially all the Contracting Parties  ~o the ·Paris Convention . 
(more than It  0 States): 
Therefore, both systems are complementary. The linkage of the  Community trade . 
mark  system  to  the  Madrid  Protocol  implies  that  industry  may  profit  from  the 
advantages of the  Community trade  mark through the  Madrid  Protocol  and  vice 
versa. In other words, Community trade mark applicants and holders.of Community 
trade marks may apply for international protection of their marks through the filing 
of  an ·  ·  inte~ational . application  under·  the  Madrid  Protocol  and  holders  of 
international registrations under the  Madrid  Protocol  may  apply_ for  protection ·of 
their marks under the·Community trade mark system. 
The est~blishment of  the link between the two systems is bound to contribute to the  , 
development of conditions favourable  to  trade  between  the  European  Community 
and the third countries concerned. 
International non-governmental organizations which represent in particular the users 
of the Community trade mark system and the users of the international registration 
system  have· repeatedly  expressed· their  strong  interest  m  establish~ng the .  iink 
between the two systems. 
Furthermore,  the  European  Commission  notes · that  the  third  countries  which 
participated in the elaboration of  the Madrid Protocol have displaye4 their interest in 
the  establishment of a link between the  international  registration  system  and  the 
Community trade mark.  ·  · 
· In  this respect it sho:tdd be noted that the following States have signed 'the Madrid 
Protocol once it was open for signature (from 28 June 1989 to 31  December 1989): 
Austria,  Belgium,  Democratic  People's  Republic  of. Korea,  Denmark,  Egypt, 
Finland,  France,  Germany;  Greece,  Hungary,  Ireland,  Italy,  Liechtenstein, 
. Luxembourg,  Monaco,  Mongolia,  Morocco,  Netherlands,  Portugal,  Romania, 
Senegal,  Soviet  Union,  Spain,  Sweden,  Switzerland,  United  Kingdom  and 
Yugoslavia (27).  .  · In the meantime, the following States have become parties to the Madrid Protocol4: 
China,  Cuba,  Denmark,  Finiand,  Germany,  Norway,  Spain,  Sweden  and  United 
Kingdom (9). 
According to the Agreement on the European Economic Area signed in Oporto on 2 
May  1992,  all  the  Contracting  Parties  thereto  undertake  to  adhere.  to  the  Madrid 
Protocol.  Thus,  in  the  foreseeable  future,  all  the  Contracting  States  to  the  EEA 
Agreement will participate in the international registration system. 
In addition it should be noted that the agreements which have been concluded by the 
Community and its Member States with the Central and Eastern European countries, 
(CEECs) as well as certain Republics of the former USSR and other third countries 
provide  that  the  third  countries  concerned  shall  ratify  or  adhere  to  the  Madrid 
Protocol. 
5.  LEGAL BASIS 
Since the  rules  giving effect to  the  accession of the  European Community to  the 
Madrid Protocol  will  be  incorporated  in  the  Regulation  on  the  Community  trade 
mark through the inclusion of a new and separate Title within that Regulation, the · 
legal basis for this proposal must be the same as the legal basis of that Regulation, 
i.e. Article 235 of  the Treaty. 
'.  6.  ON THE ARTICLES 
4 
Article I, subparagraph (a) 
The provisions giving effect to the accession .of the European Community to 
the  Madrid  Protocol  shall  be  incorporated  in  Council  Regulation  (EC)  No 
40/94 on the Community trade mark through the  inclusion of a new  TITLE 
XIII  on international  registration  of marks.  As  a consequence,  TITLE Xlll 
(final provisions) shall become TITLE XIV. 
Section 1 - General provisions 
Article 140 
As  a general  rule,  Article  140 provides that in  principle Council  Regulation 
40/94 on the Community trade mark and any  regulations implementing that 
Regulation  (the  Commission  regulations  referred  to  above)  shall  apply  to 
requests  for  the  filing · of an  international  ·application  at  the  International 
Bureau of  WIPO under the Madrid Protocql and to marks for which protection 
within  the  Community  is  sought  through  the  filing  of an  international 
Status on  I January 1996 according to WIPO statistics 1.1.1996. 
-6-
\ application designating the European Community at the International Bureau 
under that Protocol. 
Section  2  - International··. registration . on  the  basis  of  applications  for  a 
Community trademark and of Community tr~de marks 
Article 141  · . 
Paragraph 1 
In accordance  with· Article 2 of the  Madrid  Protocol,  international  ' 
applications may only be filed on the basis of  a national or regional 
trade  mark  application  or  registration.  Where  a  Community  trade 
mark application or  a Community trade mark, serves as a basis for the 
international application, the internationai  application must be  filed 
through the Harmonization Office, which serves as "office oforigin" 
pursuant to the Madrid Protocol.  ' ·  · 
Paragraph2 
The .potential  applicant  for  international  registration  may  prefer  to 
await the  outcome  of proceedings  regarding  his  Community  trade· 
mark  application· before  applying  for  an  international  registration. 
This course of action may be preferred because the application may 
be cha.ilged during
1the registration procedure· and because the validity 
of the international registration depends,  for  a period of five  years 
from its  registration, on the  validity of the basic application or the 
basic registration (Article 6 of  the Madrid Protocol)~ 
. Under  these  circumstances  potential  applicants  for  international 
registration may prefer that notwithstandil).g the fact that the request 
for  .  the  filing  of an  international  application  is filed  before  the 
CommunitY trade mark application has matured in a registration, the 
international  application · should  .  be  based  on  the  registered 
Community trade mark. Thus, the  internation~l application should be 
presented to the  International  Bureau· after  the  registration  of the 
Community trade mark. Paragraph 2 provides for this possibility. In 
·  such. cases, the Office will  present the  internationill  application  as 
early ·as  pos~ible after the registration ofthe Community trade mark. 
· The fmal part .of paragraph 2 establishes that' where the presentation 
of  the international application is deferred until after the registration 
of  the ~ark  as a Community trade mark, the international  applicatio~ 
. shall be deemed to have been received. by the Office on the date of 
registration of the Community trade mark. This fiction ensures that 
any  international  registration  which  is  based  on  the  "delayed" 
international  application  shall  bear  the  date  of  the  registered 
Community, trade inark, provided, of  course, that the Office presented 
the  international  application  to· the  International  Bureau  within  a 
period of two months after the registration o{  the basic Community 
- 7-Article 142 
trade  mark.  If this  legal  fiction  were  not  included,  the  date  of the 
international registration would be either the date on which the Ol'licc 
received  the  request to  present an  international  application,  on the 
condition  that  the  International  Bureau  received  the  international 
application within a period of two months from that date, or, where 
this  condition  is  not  met,  the  date  on  whiCh  the  international 
application was received by the International Bureau (Article 3(4) of 
the Madrid Protocol).  · 
It has been explained earlier that the  international application must be filed 
through the intermediary of  the Office. 
Subject  to  the  requirements,  laid  down  in  the  Madrid  Protocol,  the 
Regulations  thereunder  and  any  further  requirements  laid  down  in  the 
implementing  Regulation,  th~?  international  application  form  must  be 
completed by the applicant for international registration before it is presented 
to the Internatiomil Bureau. 
Rule  6 of the  Common  Regulations  under  the  Madrid  Agreement  and  the 
Madrid Protocol establishes the principle that the languages allowed under the 
Madrid Protocol are  English and French.  This implies that the international 
application must be filed in one of these two -languages.  In order to avoid a 
need .to legislate again if the language arrangement under the Madrid Protocol 
were to be changed ·in the future, if  is  made clear in the last part of the first 
sentence of  paragraph 1 that only those languages under the Madrid Protocol 
may be used which are also a language of  the Office. 
The  second sentence of paragraph 1 clarifies what implicitly would follow 
from the application of Article 115(4) of  the Regulation, i.e. that the language 
of the proceedings between the applicant for international registration and the 
Office shall be the language in which the international application has been 
fi~.  -
Paragraph 2  provid~s that the  filing of an  international  application  through 
the Office shall be subject to the payment of a fee  to the Office. The amount 
of  the fee will be laid down in the fees regulations. 
Article 143 
The relevant data concerning international registrations which are based on a 
Community trade mark application or on a Community trade mark shall be 
recorded in the files of  the Co~  unity trade mark application and shall, with  · 
regard to Community trade marks, be entered in the Register. 
-8-Article 144 
A  request  for  territorial  extension  made  subsequently  to  an international 
registration under Article 3ter(2) of the Madrid Protocol which is based on a 
Community trade mark application or a Community. trade mark may he  filed 
through the Otlicc. It is  proposed thut  holders of' the  international registration 
shall  not  he  ()oligl.!d  to  file  such  requests  through_  the  011ice,  as  would  he 
admissible under to  Rule 7(1) of  the Regulations under the Madrid Protocol. 
Thus, the holder of the international registration may also file such requests 
direct at the International Bureau. 
''•  ,.  J  '.  -
Where, however, such request is filed through the intermediary of the Office, 
it must be presented in' the language ofthe.international application. 
Article 145 
Although the Regulations under the Madrid Protocol (Rule 34) would allow. 
payment of international fees through the intermediary of  the office of origin, 
it is considered appropriate,-as is the practisy in most Contracting Parties, that 
international fees must be paid directly to the International Bureau.  . 
·Section  3  ..  Effects  of international  registrations  designating  the  European 
Community.·· 
Article 146 · · 
Article 146 r·epeats the substance of  Article 4(1)(a) of  the Madrid. Protocol. 
Paragraph 1 provides that the protection of  an international registration shall, 
as from the date ofits registration or subsequent designation accordance with 
the provisions of  Articles 3 or 3ter ofthe Madrid Protocol, be the same as ifit 
had been filed as a Community trade mark application.  · 
This  implies  for  a holder  of an  international  registration  designating  the 
Community that he may, in accordance with Article 9(3), seco_nd sentence, of 
the Regulation and until the international registration of a mark has the effect 
of  a  mark  registered  as  a  Community  trade  mark,  claim . reasonable 
compensation  in  respect  of matters  arising 'after  the  publication  of the 
particulars of the international registration by the Office' pursuant to  Article 
. 147(1). 
Para~raph 2 specifics in accordance with Article 4( I )(a), second sentence, ol' 
the Madrid Protocol  th~t where· the protection of the international registration 
is not refused in accordance with Article 5(1) and (2) of the Madrid Protocol 
or if any such refusal has ~een withdrawn, the mark which is the subject of  th~ 
international registration shall be protected as  a registered Community trade 
mark as from the date of  its registration in the international register. 
- 9-Paragraph  3  specifies  that  for  the  purposes  of applying  Article  9(3)  with 
regard to international registrations designating the European Community, the 
date  of publication  of a  Community  trade  mark  application  or  of the 
publication of a registered Community trade  mark  shall  be replaced  by  the 
date of  the publication of  the particulars of the international registration by the 
Office pursuant to Article 147(1) and (2). 
Article 147 
All relevant information relating to international registrations is published by 
the Inte~ational Bureau in a publication, known as the "Gazette" (Rule 32 of 
the Common Regulations under the Madrid Agreement and the Protocol). In 
view of this it is not necessary that international registrations designating the 
European Community should be re-published in their entirety by the Office. 
Interested  p~ies should rather consult the Gazette.  If the Office had to  re-
publish international registrations repeating information already published by 
the  International  Bureau,  it  would  be  confronted  with  a  demanding  task, 
incurring consid~rable workload and expenditure. 
In this respect, it should be underlined that the large majority of the Member 
States also do  not re-publish international registrations which designate their 
territory as published by the International Bureau.  · 
Notwithstanding the above considerations it is considered useful to provide a 
service  to  the  public  and  in  particular  the  holders  of marks  within  the 
European  Community  where  im  international  registration  designating  the 
European  Community  has  been  published  by  the  International  Bureau. 
Therefore, the Office will publish certain limited particulars concerning such 
international registrations  which  should  enable  interested  parties  to  consult 
further particulars of  that international registration in the Gazette. 
Paragraph  1 contains a  listing  of those  elements of the  publication  of the 
international registration which will be published by  the Office  in order to 
meet  with  this  objective.  The  publication  of certain  particulars  of the 
international registration has  the  additional advantage that it constitutes the 
date as from which the opposition period pursuant to Article 151  commences. 
The linkage of the commencement of the opposition period with the date of 
publication in the Office's Bulletin should ensure transparency and improve 
the  legal  certainty  on  behalf of the  holders  of earlier  rights  within  the 
European Community. 
According to paragraph 2, the public shall also be informed about the final 
outcome of proceedings relating to international registrations designating the 
European Community through the publication by  the Office of the fact that 
either no refusal has been notified or that any refusal has been withdrawn. 
- 10-Article 148 
The applicant for or the holder of an international registration designating the 
European  Community  may  claim.  in  respect of his mark.  the  seniority  of 
earlier marks which are registered or which are having effect in one or rriorc 
Member States the_ same  as  app\icants  for  or holders  of C<;>mmunity  trade 
marks pursuant  t<~ Articles 34 and 35 of  the Regulation. 
Seniority may be claimed in the  international  application as  well  as  direct 
before the Office. Arrangements will be made with the Internation-al Bureau 
on the claiming of senioritY in the international application in particular with 
regard to  the  question whether the relevant documents  for the  claimjng of 
seniority  should  be  filed  at  the  International  Bureau  together  with  the 
international application or not. Details concerning the claiming of seniority 
through an international applicatioQ. will be provided for in the Impleme~ting 
Regulation.  ·  · 
Article 149 
International  ·registrations, designating  the  European  Community  shall  be 
subject to examination as to  absolute grounds for refusal in  accordance with 
Articles 7 and 38 of  the Regulation in.the ~arne way as Community trade mark 
· . applications. 
Since the individual fee which the holder of  the international registration must 
pay for the designation of  the European CommunitY represents and comprises 
the sum of the fees which would, if  the mark had been filed as a Co-mmunity 
trade mark application,  ~e payable in two steps (the application fee  and  the 
registration fee as provided in the fees regulations), paragraph 4 provides that 
where  protect~on of the  international  registration  is  refused  or  where · the 
holder of  the international registration renounces the protection of  the mark in 
- the European Community prior to its acceptance (such as to avoid a refusal). 
the Office shall refund a part' of the individual fee.  The sum or the percentage 
of the  individual  fee  to  be  refunded  to  the  holder  of the  international 
registration will be laid down in the Implementing Regulation."' 
Paragraphs  .2  and  3  contain  with  regard  to  proceedings  relating'  to 
international registrations the same principles as are laid down in Article 3.8 
with regard to Community trade mark applications. 
Article 150 
International  registrati9ns  designating  the  European  Community  sh~l be 
subject  to  a  search by the  Office  in  its  own  Register 'in  accordance  with 
Article 39. 
- 11 -Moreover, it is assumed that those Member States which operate a search in 
their  own  register  of trade  marks  in  respect  of Community  trade  mark 
applications pursuantto Article 39(2) will also operate a search in respect of 
international registrations designating the European Community. 
Article  150  contains some clarifications concerning the  proceedings relating 
to  the  searching  of international  registrations  designating  the  European 
Community, which arc similar to Article 39. 
Paragraph  4  provides  that the  Office  shall  inform  the  proprietors  of any 
earlier  Community  trade  marks  or  applicants  for  Community  trade  marks 
cited in the Community search report of the publication of the particulars of 
the  international  registration  designating  the  European  Community  as  · 
provided for in Article 147(1).  · 
Contrary· to the system laid down in Article 39(6) in conjunction with Article 
40(1) of the Regulation, the publication of the particulars of  the international 
registration  pursuant  to  Article  14 7  (  1)  shall  not  be  deferred  until  the 
conditions which the international registration must satisfy have been fulfilled 
and after the expiry of a period of one month as from the date on which the 
Office transmits the search reports.  · 
In accordance with Article 147(1), the Office shall publish the particulars of 
the  international  registration  designating  the  European  Community  shortly 
after  its  publication' in  the  Gazette  by  the  International  B~reau. Within  a 
period of nine months from the date of the publication of these particulars by 
the Office, oppositions may be filed against the protection of  the internationiil 
registration  within  the  European  Community  (see  commentary  on  ArtiCle 
· 151 ).  This  approach  ensures  that  any  (I)rovisional)  refusals  to  protect  the 
international registration pursuant to Article 5 of the Madrid Protocol will be 
communicated to the International Bureau before the expiry of one year from 
the  date  on  which  the  notification  of the  extension  to  the  European 
Community has been sent to theOffice by the International Bureau. 
Article 151 
International  registrations  designatitig  the  European  Community  shall_  be 
subject to opposition in the same way as Community trade mark applications 
in accordance with Articles 8, 42 and 43. 
In accordance with paragraph 2, notice of opposition to the protection of the 
international  registration  may  be  given  within a period of nine  months  rrom 
the date of  the publication of  the particulars of the international registration by 
the Office pursuant to Article 147(1). 
- 12-The reasons for linking_ the commencement of the opposition period to  the 
publication  of the  international  registration  pursuant  to  Article  14 7(1)  are · 
explained in the commentary on Article 150 above. 
The. reasons why the opposition period is set at nine months can be explained 
as follows. 
It is  assumed  that  it  will  take about one to  two  months  alter the  Office has . · 
received a notification of extension of an  international  registration from  the 
International Bureau pursuant to Article 5(2)(a) of the Madrid Protocol before 
· the .  Office has examined the conditions which the  international registration 
niust satisfy and the central industrial property offices of the Member States  · 
which operate a.  se~ch pursuant to  Article 39(2) have received a copy.of the 
international registration designating the European Community.  ·  · 
Subsequently  and  in  accordance  with  Article  39(3 ),  the  central  industrial 
property offices of the Member States may communicate their search reports 
to the Office until the expiry of a period of three  months from the date on 
which they received a copy of  the international registration from the Office.  .  . 
In the meantime, the Office will carry out an examination on absolute grounds 
for refusal pursuant to ArtiCle 149. 
On the basis of the above, the minimum period which is needed to examine 
· the international registration on absolute grounds and to carry out the searches 
in conformity with Article 39 ofthe Regulation is around five months. 
Under  Article  42,  notice.  of opposition  against  a  Community  trade  mark 
application  may  be ·given within  a  period  of three ·months  following  the 
publication of  that application.  ·  · 
Since s~ch publicition, may not take place before the expiry of  a period of one 
.month. after the  search reports nave been transmitted to the applicant for the 
Community trade mark and given that it is envisaged that procedures relating 
to  international registrations designating the  European Community shall,  as 
.  far  as  possible, be identical to  procedures relating to Community trade mark 
applications, another four months should be added to the five months period 
referred to above. 
As a consequence, paragraph 2  provides that the period within which notice 
of opposition  may  be  given  against  the  protection  of  an  international 
registration shall be nine months from the date on which the particulars of  the 
international  registration  have  been  published  by  the  Office  pursuant  to 
Article 147(1). · 
- 13-I 
Paragraph  4  contains  the  same  principle  which  applies  where  the  · 
international registration is refused protection on absolute grounds pursuant to 
Article  149,  i.e.  where  the  protection  of the  international  registration  is 
refused on relative grounds or .protection is  renounced prior to  such refusal, 
the Office  shall refund the holder of international registration a part of the 
individual fee. · 
Article 152 
Article  152  implements Article  4bis of the  Madrid Protocol  in accordance 
with which the  Office  shall,  upon request,  be  required  to  take  note  in its 
register of the international registration where such registration is deemed to 
replace a registered Community· trade mark. 
Article 153 
As  from  the  date  on  which  an  international  registration  designating  the 
European Community  has  the  same effect as  a CQmmunity  trade  mark,  its 
protection  may  be  subject to  revocation  or  invalidation  as  provided  for  in 
Articles 50 and 51. 
Article 153 contains this principle and adapts the terminology used in Articles 
50 and 51  to protected international registrations. 
Article 154 
International  registrations  designating  the  European  Community  .may  be 
converted into national trade mark applications the same as Community trade 
mark applications or Community trade marks pursuant to Articles 108 to 110. 
Thus,  where  the  international  registration  has  been  refused  protection  or, 
where  an  international  registration  that  has  been  granted  protection  in  the 
European Community, ceases to  have effect,  the holder of the  international 
registration  may  tile  a  request  for  ·the  cl.mversion  of  his  international 
registration into a national trade mark application with the Office. 
Paragraph 2 specifies that the date  which the national  application resulting 
from the conversion of the international registration shall enjoy in respect of · 
the  Member  State  concerned  is  the  date  of the  international  registration 
pursuant to Article 3( 4) of the Madrid Protocol or the date of the subsequent 
designation of the  European  Community pursuant to  Article  3ter(2) of the 
Madrid Protocol. 
The request for conversion is subject to the payment of  a conversion fee to the  .  . 
Office. 
- 14-•. 
On the basis of discussions which took place during the preparation of this 
proposal, thought has been given to the possibility to provide the holder of  an 
international registration with an attractive alternative to continue his rights at 
the national level following a refusal to protect his international registration or 
when  the  international  registration  ceases  to  have  effect  in  the  European 
Community. 
In this light, it was recalled that protection of  a mark at the national level may  _ 
not only be achieved through the filing of a national tnide mark application 
but also through the filing  of an international application under the· Madrid 
Agreement, the Madrid Protocol or both, where the State concerned is a party 
to one or both Treaties.  · 
Thus, in order to protect a mark at the national level, the holder of the mark  · 
has two options at his  disposal.  Depending on elements such as commercial 
interests  and  expenses  relating  to  the  protection · of his  mark  (including 
expenditure on_ fees,  representatives 'and translations),  the holder of a mark. 
will  opt  for  either  national  filings  or  for  the  filing  of an  international 
applicatiqn at the International Bureau. 
, On  the , basis  of th~ above  considerations,  the  question  arose  whether  the 
holder of  an international registration who would have to fall back-on national · 
trade mark systems. to continue protection of his mark could not be given the 
same options which he  would have had if he  had sought protection for  his 
mark at  the  national  level. .  In  other  words,  the  possibility  was  examined 
whether  the  holder of an  international registration whose ·protection  in  the 
European Community has been refused or which has ceased· to have effect in 
the European Community should and could be given the option to continue 
protection of his mark in the Member States through a subsequent extensio~ 
of his  international  registration  to  the  Member  States  under  the  Madrid 
Protocol or the Madrid Agreement. 
It is evident that this option would only  rt:~akc sense if the result of the opting-
back into the international registration system would be identical to the result 
under the conversion pursuant to Articles 108 to 110, i.e. if the mark would 
enjoy  in  respect  of the  Member. State  concerned  the  original  date  of the 
international registration and  not the later date of a subsequent designation 
which would normally-be the case .under Articles 3ter of the Madrid Protocol 
and the Madrid Agreement. 
In this respect, it should be  ~ecalled that the suggested option ~ould be fully 
in line with the legal effects of converting the international registration into 
national trademark applications un<.Ier Articles 108 to 110. In accordance with 
Article  154  in  conjunction  with  Articles  108  to  ·  110,  the  international 
registration -may .  be  converted  in national  trade  mark  applications  in  each : 
Member State, enjoying, in respect of the Melllber State concerned, the date 
of  the international registration. 
- 15-The same considerations and effects should apply to the opting-back to the 
international registration system as suggested above. 
For the holder of the  international registration,  it could make a  significant· 
difference  whether  he  opts  for  conversion  of his  international  registration 
under Articles 108 to  110 or the opting-hack to  the  international  registration 
system.  In  this respect, all  the ..-casons  for  which  holders of trade marks may 
opt li.lr the usc or  the international registration system rather than li.lr the liling 
of national  trade  mark  applications  apply  mutatis  mutandis.  These  reasons 
may, for example, relate to the management of the trade mark portfolio or the 
expenditure relating to the use of  the national or the internationaf systems 
Consultations with representatives of the International Bureau of WIPO and 
interested  circles  have  shown  that  the  suggested  alternative  would  be 
welcomed  and  would  contribute  significantly  to  the  attractiveness  of the 
linkage of  the Community trade mark with the Madrid Protocol. 
It is  evident that the  introduction of the  possibility  of opting-back  in the 
international  registration  system  cannot  be  established  unilaterally  by  the 
Community.  Further  and  complementary  provisions  under  the  Madrid 
Protocol, the Madrid Agreement or the Common Regulations are necesssary. 
The International Bureau from its side has indicated to the competent services 
of the  Commission  that  the  option  of WIPO  is  feasible  and  expressed  its 
readiness Ill  prepare the necessary proposals lo  provide l<1r  the optioning-hack 
with the lcgul  co~sequences as indicuted above, within the  frumcwork of the 
Madrid Protocol, the Madrid Agreement or the Common Regulations.  · 
The European Commission from  its  side  proposes the  necessary provisions 
within Article 154 to give effect to the option-back at the Community level. 
Finally, it should be noted that this provision should not be confused with the 
possibility to transform an international registration into a Community trade 
mark application under Article 156 in conjunction with Article 9quinquies of 
the Madrid Protocol. Whereas Article 156 provides for the transformation of 
.  an  international  registration  designating  the  European  Community  into  a 
Community  trade  mark  application  where  the  international  registration  is 
cancelled following a successftil"central attack" against the basic national or 
regional trade mark or the basic national or regional trade mark application 
under  Article  6(  4)  of the  Madrid  Protocol,  Article  154  provides  for  the 
conversion  of  the  international  registration  designating  the  European 
Community into national trade mark -applications in the Member States. 
-_ 16-~· -- .. ·\. ---. 
·.  . '--·---
Article 155 
I  ntcrnat ional  registrations  whid1  urc  gnllltcd  prqlcct ion  in  the  I  ·:uropc<lll 
Community arc subject to the same rules on usc as Community tra~c marks. 
Article 155 contains a general rule on the use of marks which are the subject 
of an international registration, specifying that the  five  years  period  within 
which  the. international registration  designating  the  European Community. 
must be used (in conformity with Article 15(1)) runs from the date on which 
. the Office publishes the particulars of such international registration pursuant 
to Article 147(2).  ·  · 
•  1  .  . 
The  publication  effected  under  Article  147(2)  relates  to  international 
registrations which have the same effect as  Community trade marks and will 
be .effected  by  the  Office  where  a  refusal  has  not  been  transmitted  to  the 
Internationai Bureau· after the expiry of the 'period  for  refusal  or' protection 
· pursuant  to  Article  5(2)(a)  of. the  Madrid  Protocol  (in  the  case  of a 
Community designation: one year. from the ·date on  which the notification of 
extension has helm sent to the Office) or, where a procedure on the refusal of 
protection has  not  been finalised on date of expiry of the period. for refusal, · 
after the .  date  on which  a decision  to  grant  protection to  the  'international 
registration has become fihal.  · 
Article 156 
Article . 156  implements  Article  9quinquies  of the  Madrid  Protocol  on 
transformation of an international registration into a Community trade mark 
application  in  the  event  that  the  inteniational  registration ·designating  the 
European Community is cancelled under Article 6(4) of the Madrid Pr,otocol 
(central attack against the basic registration or the basic application) .. 
As has been indicated in the commentary on Article 154, this provision should 
be  distinguished  from  the  conversion  of  an  international·  registration 
<;iesignating the Coi:nmuility into national trade mark applic~t.i()ns pursuant to 
Article 154:  .  ·  ·· 
Par~graph, j  speCifies  that the application for  a European  Community· trade 
mark  which results  from  the· transformation of an  international  regi'stration 
shall be subject to the same provisions which apply to Community trade mark 
applications. Thus, the transformed Community trade mark application must 
comply with the·conditions of filing of Commimity trade niark applications, 
including  the  payment  of the  relevant  fees,  and  the  application  will,  in 
pri,nciple,  be  subject  to  the  same  examination  as  Community  trade  mark 
applications.  · 
-17-It should be  underlined that this  implies that the request for  transformation 
into  a  Community· trade  mark  application  may  be  tiled  in  any  oflicial 
language  of the  European  Community  and  that  the  applicant  must  also 
indicate a second language, in accordance with Article 115. 
However, where the international registration had, pursuant to Article 146(2), 
the  effect  of a  mark ·registered  as  a  Community  trade  mark  before  'the 
international  registration  has  been  cancelled,  the  mark  shall  be  directly 
registered as  a  Community trade  mark (paragraph  2).  In such a  case,  the 
request for transformation will not be subject to examination on absolute and 
relative grounds for refusal nor will it be subject to a search in the Community 
register or the national trade mark registers ofthe Member States. 
Article 157 
Article  157 contains the rules relating to the usc of languages with regard to 
international registrations designating the Community.  · 
The  language  arrangement relating  to  international registrations  reflects  the 
language  arrangement  relating  to  Community  trade  mark  applications  and 
Community trade marks pursuant to Article 115  and is based in particular on 
the concept that the holder of an international registration must, in addition to 
the language of filing, indicate a· second language which shall be a language 
of the  Office  the  use  of which  he  accepts  as  a  possible  language  of 
proceedings for opposition, revocation or invalidity proceedings. 
Paragraph 1 specifies that the language in which an international application 
designating the European 'Community was filed shall be considered to be the· 
language ·of the application pursuant to Article 115. Furthermore, it is clarified 
that in  conformity with the provisions under Article  115(  4  ),  the  language of 
the  international application shall be  the  language of proceedings where the 
holder of the international registration is the sole party to proceedings before 
the Office. 
Since the languages allowed for the filing of international applications under 
the  Madrid Protocol are  English and  French,  the  language of filing for the 
purposes of  the proceedings before the Office can only be English or French. 
Paragraph  2  specifies  that  the  applicant  for  an  international  registration 
designating  the  Community  must  indicate  a  second  language  in  his 
international application, which.must be one of the remaining four languages 
of the Office.  Arrangements will  be  made with the  International  Bureau to  . 
include  a  separate  box  in  the  international  application  form  so  that  the 
applicant for international registration can comply with this conditio~. Where 
applicant for an international registration has not complied with the obligation 
to indicate a second language, the language in which the International Bureau 
has translated the international registration (English or French, depending of 
the  language in  which the  international  application  has  been  filed)  sha\1  be 
considered  to  be  the  seco1,1d  language  indicated  by  him  in  his  international 
- 18-. application.  This  fiction·  should  streamline  proceedings_  relating  to 
il11crt)lltional  n.:gistrutions dcsig1wling  the  European  Community  and  avoid  · 
.. legal and pr~ctiQal complications if the applicant for _international  registration 
. has not complied with his obligatiq_n to indicate the second language .. 
The rules on the  ~se of languages. ~ith regard to i'nternational  registrations · 
designating  the. Community  as  described  above  e1JSUres  that  international 
registrations and Complllnity trade mark applications are  subje~t to the same 
language·regime. Thus, the language regime applicable to  the acquisition of 
trade mark protection at the Community level will be coherent, irrespective of 
the question whether protection is sought through the filing of a Community 
trade mark application or through the  filing  of an  international application 
designating the European Community.  ·  · 
'  •  '  >  \  l  '.  • 
The same rules on. the use of  languages apply where the European Community 
is designated through a request for subsequent territorial protection of  a mark 
'pursmi.nt to Article 3ter.ofthe Madri~ Protocol. 
Article I, subparagraphs (b) to. (f) . 
Subparagraph (b) 
Subparagraph  (b)  modifies  Article  8(2)(a)  by  adding  international  . 
· registrations designating the European Community as a fourth type of · 
earlier trade marks (new subparagraph (iv)). 
Subparagr?Jph (c)· 
Subparagraph (c) is the con~equence of the  inclusion of a new Title 
XIII on international re~istration of marks in t,he Regulation  .. 
Subparagraph (d) 
The. provisions  which  were  contained  in  Title  :XIII( old)  must be 
renumbered  taking  into  account . the  new  provisions  contained  in 
Title XlJI(new) . 
.Subparagraph (e) and (f) 
References in  other provisicms  to  the· provisions of  the  Regulation 
which have been renumbered rriust be modified accordingly.  . 
Article II 
' .  .  .  . 
With respect to the European Community, the Madrid Protocol shall e~ter into 
.. force three months a,fter the date on which its accession. has been notified by 
the Director-General ofWIPO.  .  · 
- 19-In  this  respect,  it  should  be  recalled  that  Article  2( 1)  of the  Commission's 
proposal  for  a  Council  decision  approving  the  accession  of the  European 
Community  to  the  Madrid  Protocol  to ·which  reference  was  made  earlier 
.  provides  that  following  the  adoption  of that  decision  by  the  Council,  the 
President of the  Council  may  deposit the  instrument of accession with the 
Director General of WIPO from the date on which the Council has adopted 
the  necessary  measures  to  give  effect  to  the  accession  of the· European 
Community to the Madrid Protocol. 
-20-Proposal for a · 
·  COUNCIL ~GULATION  (EC) 
modifying Council Regulation (EC) No. 40/94 of  20 December 1993 on the Community 
- ' 
trade mark to give effect to the accession of  the European Community to the Protocol 
Relating to the Madrid  Agrccm~ntConccrning.the International  l{c~istration (lf' Marks  . · 
adopted at Madrid on 27 Jime 1989  :. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
Having regard to the Treaty  establishing the  European  Community,  and  in particular 
Article 235 thereof,  · 
Having _regard to the proposal from the European Commission  I,. 
Having regard to 'the opinion of  the European Parliament2, 
- ' 
Having regard to the opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee3 
·Whereas Council. Regulation (EC) No 40194 of 20 December 1993  on the Community 
trade mark ("the Community trade mark Regulation)4,  which is based on Article 235 of: _ 
the Treaty, is designed to create a market which functions properly and offers ~onditions 
-which are similar to those obtaining in a national market; whereas in order to  create a 
market of  this kind and make it increasingly a single market, the .said Regulation created· 
the Community trade mark system whereby undertakings can by means of  one procedural 
· system obtain Community trade marks to which uniform protection is given and which 
· . . produce their effects throughout the entire area of  the European CommunitY; 
Wherea.S the Diplomatic Conference for  the Conclusion of a Protocol  Relating to  the 
Madrid  Agreement  Concerning  the  International  Registration  of Marks,  adopted  the 
Protocol Relating t_o. the_ Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of 
Marks (hereafter referred to as "the Madrid Protocol") on 27 June 1989, at Madrid; 
I 
2 
3 
4  .  _OJ No. L II, 14.1.1994, p.  I. 
-21-Whereas the Madrid Protocol was adopted in order to introduce certain new features into 
the  system  of the  international  registration  of marks  existing  under  the  Madrid 
Agreement  Concerning  the  International  Registration  of Marks  of 14  April  1891  as 
amended (hereafter referred to as "the Madrid Agreement")S; 
Whereas as compared to  the Madrid Agreement, the  Madrid Protocol introduced,  in  its· 
Article  14,  as  one of the  main  innovations  the  possibility  that  an  intergovernmental 
organization which has a regional office for the purpose of  registering marks with effect 
in the territory of  the organization may become party to the Madrid Protocol; 
Whereas the Madrid Protocol has entered into force on 1 December 1995 and has become 
operational  on  1 April  1996  and  the  Community trade  mark  system  has  also  become 
operational on the latter date; 
Whereas the Community trade mark system and the international registration system as 
established by the Madrid Protocol are complementary; whereas in order to enable firms 
to profit from the advantages of the Community trade mark through the 'Madrid Protocol 
and vice-versa, it is necessary to allow Community trade mark applicants and holders of 
such trade marks to  apply  for  international protection of their trade marks through the 
. filing of an international application under the Madrid Protocol and, conversely, holders 
of international registrations under the Madrid Protocol to apply for protection 9f their 
trade marks under the Community trade mark system; 
Whereas the establishment of a link between  th~ Community trademark system and the· 
international registration' system under the Madrid Protocol would promote a harmonious · 
development of economic  activities,  will  eliminate  distortions of competition,  will  be 
cost efficient and  will increase the level of integration and functioning of the internal 
market;· whereas, therefore, the accession of the Community to the Madrid Protocol is  . · 
necessary in order for the Community trade mark system to become more attractive; 
5  The  Madrid  Agreement  Concerning  the  International  Registration  of Marks  as  revised  last  at 
Stockholm on 14 July 1967 and as amended on 2 October 1979. 
-22-. Whereas, for the above reasons, the Council, acting on a proposal from the Cmhmission6, 
approved the Madrid Protocol and authorised the President of the Council to deposit the 
;  I  '  •  •" 
instrument ?f accession ·with the  Director  G~neral of the  World  Intellectual  Property 
Organization (WIPO) as from the date on which the Council has adopted the measures 
.  I  ,  .  . 
which are necessary to  give effect to the accession of the· European Community to the 
Madrid Protocol ; whereas this Regulation contains these me.asures; 
Whereas these meas~es shall be incorporated in the Community trade mark Regulation 
'  ' 
through the inclusion of a new Title on "International Registration of  marks"; 'whereas for 
'  '  . 
. this  reason~ the legal basis of this proposal must be the same as  the legal basis of the 
Community trade mark Regulation, i.e. Article 235 of  the Treaty,  . 
Whereas  it  is  m  •.  'Ccssary  to  provide  for  rules  applying to  the  tiling of an  international 
application at the International Bureau of WIPO through the  intermediary of the Office 
for Harmonization in the Internal Market (trade, marks and designs) (the "Harmonization 
Office");· 
Whereas the  ~es  and procedures relating to '.international registrations designating the 
European Community shall, in principle, be the same as the niles and procedures which 
apply  to  Community trade  mark applications  and  the  protection of Comrnwiity  trade 
marks;. whereas  according  to  this  principle,  international  registrations  designating  the 
Europeari Community shall· be subject to examination as to absolute grounds for refusal, 
searches in the Register of Community trade marks and the registers of trade marks of 
. those Member States which have informed the Harmonization Office of  their decision to · 
operate such. a search and shall be subject to opposition in  the saine way  as  published 
Community  trade  marks;  whereas  international  registrations  designating  the  European 
Community shall  be. subject to  the  same  rules on use  and  invalidation as Community 
trade marks; whereas such international registrations may be converted into national trade 
mark applications or into-territorial extensions to Member States which are party to the 
Madrid. Protocol  or the  Madrid  Agreement  where  such  international .  registrations  are 
refused or  cease to have effect. 
HAS ~OPTEI)  THE FOLLOWING REGULATION: 
11  Commission  proposal  for  a  Council  Decision  approving  the  accession  of the  Community  to  the 
Protocol  Relating  to  the  Madrid  Agreement  Concerning  the  International  registration  or marks, 
adopted at Madrid on June 27, 1989, doc. COM(96) 367 final.  . 
-23-ARTICLE I 
Council Regulation (EC) No. 40/94 of 20 December 1993 on the Community trade mark 
shall be amended as follows. 
(a)  The following Title shall be inserted after TITLE XII: 
TITLE XIII 
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION OF MARKS 
SECTION 1 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 140 
Application of  provisions 
Unless otherwise specified in this Title or in the Protocol  Relating to the Madrid 
Agreement Concerning the  International  Registration of Marks, adopted at Madrid 
on  27  June  1989  (hereafter  referred  to  as  "the  Madrid  Protocol"),  and  the 
Regulations adopted under the Madrid Protocol, this Regulation and any regulations 
implementing this Regulation adopted pursuant to Article  159 shall apply mutatis 
mutandis to  applications for  international registrations  under the Madrid Protocol 
(hereafter referred to as "international applications") based on an application for a 
Community trade mark or on a Community trade.mark and to  re~istrations of  marks 
in the  international register maintained by the  International Bureau of the World 
Intellectual  Property  Organization  (hereafter  referred  to  as  "international 
registrations" and "the International Bureau", respectively) designating the European 
Community. 
-24-'SECTION 2. 
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION ON THE BASIS OFAPPLICATIQNS FOR 
·A COMMUNITY TRADE MARK AND OF COMMUNITY TRADEMARKS 
ArtiCle 141  , 
Fi,lin~ of  an international 'aDPlication 
1.  International applications pyrsuantto Article 3  ·of the Madrid Protocol based 
on an appl'icat.ion  for a Community trade mark or on a Cl>mJ11unity trade mark  ·  .. 
shall be filed at the Office. 
2.  . Where an international registration is requested based on a· Community trade 
mark and the international application is· filed· before the registration of the 
.  ·mark  as  a  Community .  trade  mark,  the  i~ternational  application  shall 'be 
deemed to have been received on the date. of registration ofthe Community 
trademark. 
· · Article 142 
Form and contents of  the intem~tional application 
1.  ·The international  application  may  be  filed  in  any  of the  languag~s al\ow(!d 
under  the Madrid Protocol, pr()vidcd  that  it  is  a language ofthc Of~kc. The 
language  of the  international. application  shall  be  the  language  of  the 
proceedings before the Office. 
2.  The filing of  an international application shall· be subject to the payment of a 
fee to the Office. in the cases referred to in Article 141 (2) the fee shall. be due  . 
oti the date of registration. The application shall _be  deemed not to· have been. 
filed until the required·fee has been paid. 
3.  The international application must comply with the conditions laid down in 
.  ,  I  ,  .  ,  , 
Jhe Implementing.  Regulat~on. 
-25-
"  \ Article 143 
Recorda! in the files and in the Reiister 
1.  The date and number of an international registration based on a Community · 
trade mark application, shall be recorded in the files of  that application. When 
l  .  •  . 
the application results in a Community trade mark, the date and number of  the 
international registration shall be entered in the register. 
2.  The date and number of an international registration based on a Community 
trade mark shall be entered in the Register. 
Article 144 
Rc<.Jucsl Jor territorial extension sybse<.Jucntto the international  rc~jstration 
A request for territorial extension m~de  subsequently to the international registration 
pursuant  to  Article  3ter(2)  of the  Madrid  Protocol  may  be  filed  tmough  the 
intermediary  of the.  Office.  The  request  must  be  filed  in  the  language  of the 
international applica~ion  .. 
Article 145 
International fees 
Any fees  payable to the International Bureau un.der  the Madrid Protocol shall be 
'  . 
paid direct to_ the International Bureau. 
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~  '  ' 
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATIONS DESIGNATING THE EUROPEAN 
'  .  -
/  .  ·COMMUNITY 
Article 146 
Effects of  international registrations designating the European Community 
· 1.  An international registration designating the European Community shall, from 
the date of its. registration pursuant to Article. 3(  4) of the· Madrid Prot.ocol  or 
from  the  date  of the  subsequent  designation  of the  European  Community 
pursuant :to Article 3/er(2) or the Madrid  Prot~lcol, have (he same ellcct as an 
application for a Community tr~de mark  . 
'  '  •  I 
2.  If  no r.efusal has been· notified in accordance with Article 5(1) and (2) of the . 
Madrid Protocol or if any such  refusal  has been withdrawn, -the international 
registration of a mark designating the European. Comml,inity .shall, from the 
. -date referred to in paragraph 1' have the same effect as  the registration of a 
· mark as a Community trade mark. 
i  .  .  .  ' 
3..  For the purposes of  applying Article 9(3), publication of the particulars of the 
- .  '  I  . 
international registration designating the  European  Community pursuant to 
Art-icle  147(1) shall take the place of  ptiblicatio~ of a Community trade mark 
~pplication, and publication pursuantto Article 147(2) shall take !he place of 
publicatjon of  the registration of  a Comr1unity trade mark. 
-27  ~ Article 147 
Publication 
1.  .  The Office shall publish the  date of registration of a mark designating  the . 
. European Community pursuant to  Article 3(4) of the Madrid Protocol or the 
date 'Qf the subsequent designation of the European Community pursuant to 
Article  3ter(2)  of the  Madrid  Protocol,  the  number  of the  international 
registration,  and  the  date  of publication of such registration  in the  Gazette 
published by the International Bureau. 
2.  If no  refusal  of protection  of an  international  registration  designating  tlic 
European Community has beeri notified in  accordance with Article .  5  ( 1)  and 
(2)  of the Madrid Protocol or if any  such refusal  has  been withdrawn,  the 
Office shall publish this  fact~ together with the number of the  international 
registration and, where applicable, the date of  publication of  such registration 
in the Gazette published by the International Bureau. 
Article 148 
Seniority 
The  applicant  for  or  the.  holder  of an  international  registration  designating  the 
puropean Community may claim, in the international application or direct before the 
Office, the seniority of  an earlier trade mark registered in a Member State, including 
.  -
a tra<ie ·mark registered  in  the  Benelux countries, or registered under international  .  '  .  . 
aqangements having effect in a Member State, as provided for in Articles 34 and 3  5. 
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· Article 149  . 
Examination as to absolute jirounds forrefusal 
1.  International  registrations  designating  the  european . Commimity  shall  be 
.subject to examination as to absolute  ground~ for refusal in the same way as 
applications for Community trade marks.· 
2.  Protection  of an  international  registration. shall  not  be  refused  before  the 
holder of the international registration has been allowed the opporturiity to 
.  . 
renounce or ~imit the protection in respect of the Eu~opean Community ·or of 
submitting his observations. 
3.  · Refusal  of protection shall take  the  place of  refusal  of a Community trade 
mark application. 
4.  Where protection of  an international registration is refused by a final decision 
under this  Article  or where  the  holder  ~f the  international  registration .has 
renounced the protection in respect of the European Community pursuant to 
paragraph 2, the Office shall refund the holder of  the internatio.nal registration 
a part of  the individual fee.to be laid down in the Impl_ementing Regulation  . 
. -29-Article 150 
Search 
1.  Once  the  Office  has  received  a  notification  of an  international  rcgistr~tion 
designating the  l~uropcan t~ommunily~ it  shnll draw  up a  Comm~1!1ity search 
report as provided for in Article 39(1 ). 
2.  ·  As soon as the Office has received notification of an international registration 
designating the European Community, the Office shall transmit a copy thereof 
to the central industrial property office of each Member State as provided for 
in Article 39(2). 
3.  Article 39(3), (4) and (5) shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
4.  The Office shall inform the proprietors of  any earlier Community trade mark~ 
or Community trade mark applications cited in the Community search report 
of the publication of the international registration designating the European 
Cominunity as provided for in Article 147(1). 
-30-Article 151 
Opposition 
1.  International  registratio.ns  designating  the  E4rorean  Cotrtmunity  shall  he·· 
subject to opposition  in  the same way  ;.ts  published  Commu~ity trade .niurk 
. applications: 
·  2.  The  period  within which riotice  of  opposition  mu~t be  filed  shall  be .  nine 
"  " 
months following the date of the  publication pursuant to  Article 147(1). The · 
opposition shall  not be  treated as  duly  entered until  the opposition fee  has 
been paid. 
3.  Refusal  ofprritection shall  take  the 'place qf refusal  of a Community  trade 
4. 
. mark application .. 
Where protection of an international registration is refused by a final decision 
urider  this  Article  or  where the  holder of  the international· registration· has 
renounced the  protection ill  respect of the·. European  Community prior to  a 
final  decision  under  this  Article;  the  Office  shall  refund  the  holder  of the  .  . 
international registration a part of the individual fee  to be laid down in the. 
·Implementing Regulation. 
Article 152  .  .  . 
Replacement of  a Community trade mark by an International Re~istration 
'  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . '  . .  ,  .  .  .  . 
The Office shall,.upon request, enter a notice in the Register that a Community trade 
mark is deemed to have been replaced by an international registration in accordanc~ 
with Article 4bis of  the Madrid Protocol.  .  .  .. 
II! 
-31 -Article 153 
Invalidation of  the effects of  an international re~jstration 
1.  The  effects  ·.  of  an  international  registration  designating  the  European 
Community may be declared invalid. 
2.  The application for il)validation of the effects of an international.registration 
designating the European Community shall take the  place of an  application 
for a deClaration of  revocation as provided for in Article 50 or for invalidation 
as provided for in Article 51. 
Article I 54 
Conversion of  an international  re~jstratjon into a national trade mark application or 
into a territorial extension to the Member States 
1.  Where an international registration designating the European Community has 
been  refused  or  ceases  to  have  effect,  the  holder  of the  international 
registration  may  request  the  conversion  of his  international  registration 
designating the European Community irito  a national trade mark application 
or the  conversion of his  international  registration designating the  European 
Community into a temtorial extension to a Member State party' to the Madrid 
Protocol or the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration 
of Marks,  adopted at  Madrid  on April  14,  1891,  as  revised  and  amended 
(hereafter referred to as "the Madrid Agreement"), under Article 3ter(2) of  the 
Madrid Protocol or Article 3ter(2) ofthe Madrid Agreement. Articles 108 to 
110 shall apply, mutatis mutandis. 
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2.  The national trade  mark application or the territorial extension  t~l a Memhcr 
'  ' 
State party to the Madrid Protocol or the Madrid Agreement resulting from 
the  conversion  of an  internatiomil  registration  designating  the  Community 
shall,  notwithstanding  Article  3ter(2)  of the  Madrid  Protocol  and  Article 
3ter(2). of the Madrid  Agreement,  enjoy  in  respect  of the  Member  State 
concerned the.date of  the internationai registration pursuant to-Article 3(4) of· 
the  Madrid  Protocol  or  the  date  of  the  designation  of  the  European 
Community pursuant to Article 3ter(2) of  the Madrid Protocol if  the  l~tter was 
made suhscquently to  the international  registration, or the date of priority or 
that registration and,  where appropriate, the seniority of a trade mark qf that 
State claimed under Article 148. 
3.  The request for conversion shall be published. 
Article 155 
Use of  a mark. subject of  an international re~istration 
Fqr the purposes of applying Articles 15(1), 43(2), 50(l)(a) and 56(2), the date of 
publication pursuant to Article 14 7  (2) shall take the place .of the date of  registration. · 
. Article 156 
'  '  ' 
T  f  .  rans ormatton . 
1.  Subject to  paragraph 2,, the provisions applicable to Commrinity. trade mark 
applications shall apply mutatis mutandis to applications for transformation of 
an  international  registration  into . a  Community  trade  .mark  application 
pursuant to Article 9quinquies of  the Madrid Protocol. · 
2.  When the application for transformation relates to an  international registration . 
design.ating  the  European  Community. the  particulars .of which  have  been 
published pursuant to Article 147(2), Articles 38to 43 shall not apply . 
~ 33-Article 157 
Lan~ua~es 
1.  The language in which an international application designating the European 
Community  or  a  request  for  subsequent  territorial  extension  to  the 
· Community was filed shall be considered to be the language of  the application 
pursuant to Article 115. 
2.  The  applicant  for  an  international  registration  designating  the  European 
Community must indicate in  his  international  application a second  language 
which  shall  be  a  language  of the  Office  the  use  of which  he  accepts  as  a 
possible  language  of proceedings  for ·opposition,  revocation  or  invalidity 
proceedings. 
3.  Where the requirement ofparagraph 2 is no! complied with, the language into 
which the international registration designating the European Community has 
been translated by the  Intern~tional Bureau shall be the second language as 
provided for in Article 115(3). 
(b)  A new sub-paragraph (iv) shall be added to Article 8(2)(a): 
"(iv)  trade marks registered under international arrangements which have effect in 
the Community;". 
(c)  Title Xlll becomes Title XIV. 
(d)  Articles 140, 141, 142 and 143 shall be renumbered as follows: 
Article 140 becomes Article 158 
Article 141 becomes Article 159 
Article 142 becomes Article 160 
Article 143 becomes Article 161. 
(e)  The reference to  Article  140  in Article  26(3) shall be  replaced by. a reference to 
Article 158. 
(f)  The references to  Article  141  in Articles 139(3) and  140(3) shall be replaced by  a 
reference to Article 159. 
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'  . 
. ,  ARTICLI<: II 
ENTRY I~TO  FORCE 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the  da~e on which the Madrid Protocol enters 
into force with respect to the European Community. The date of erttry into force of this 
Regulation shall be published in the Official Journal of  the European Communities  . 
. This Regulation shall  be binding in ·its  entirety and  directly  ~pplicable in all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President · 
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